Abnormal regional distribution of ventilation in middle-aged smokers: comparison of changes in 81Krm ventilation scans and computed tomography of the lung.
In 1980 we found that abnormalities in regional distribution of ventilation, as assessed by 81Krm lung scans, were common in middle-aged smokers with normal chest radiographs and mild impairment of overall lung function. In 1984 we repeated 81Krm scans in 16 continuing smokers then aged 50-64 years and with mean forced expiratory volume in one second 93% (20 SD) of predicted values who had previous 81Krm scans performed in 1980. To assess the role of disease of the peripheral airspaces in causing abnormal regional ventilation, we also obtained computed tomograms (CT) of the lungs and measured carbon monoxide transfer of the lungs in these men. Krypton scans in seven men who had normal or minor focal defects of ventilation in 1980 were unchanged in 1984. Scans in seven of the nine men who had abnormal scans in 1980 remained abnormal in 1984 but there was no overall deterioration in the abnormality of ventilation in these men; in men with similar grading in 1980 and 1984 some of the peripheral defects present in 1980 had resolved and some new abnormal areas had appeared. Minor localised abnormalities of CT scans, as assessed visually, were present in eight of the 16 men and were associated with lower values of carbon monoxide transfer coefficient (mean 78% vs 98% predicted in men with normal scans, P less than 0.01) and lung density (mean -894 vs -869 HU in men with normal scans, P less than 0.054) suggesting the CT changes were due to alveolar destruction. Abnormality of the krypton scan was not significantly associated with abnormality of the CT scan or with a reduction in carbon monoxide transfer. The results of the krypton lung scans confirm that non-uniformity of regional ventilation is often present in asymptomatic middle-aged smokers and suggest that this non-uniformity is in part due to temporary occlusion of airways. Abnormality in regional ventilation was not associated with the anatomical changes shown by the CT scan, suggesting that airway narrowing was more important than alveolar destruction in causing regional abnormalities of ventilation in these men.